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Ms. Jennifer Tschetter 

General Counsel 

Department of Health 

Office of the General Counsel  

4052 Bald Cypress Way, Bin A02 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1703 

 

Re: Department of Health 

 Rules 64-4.001, .002, .003, .004, .005, .006, .007, .008, and .009, F.A.C. 

 

Dear Ms. Tschetter: 

 

I have reviewed the above-referenced proposed rules, which were advertised in the Florida 

Administrative Register on August 14, 2014.  I have the following comments. 

 

Notice: 
The title of rule 64-4.006 is inconsistent in the notice and the rule text.  The notice indicates the 

title of that rule is “Identification, Labeling and Testing Low-THC Cannabis Plants and 

Products,” whereas the title of the rule in the text is “Identification, Labeling and Testing Low-

THC Cannabis Seeds, Dried Flowers and Derivative Products.”  Please publish a notice of 

correction with the correct title of rule 64-4.006. 

 

Summary of Statement of Estimated Regulatory Costs and Legislative Ratification: 

This summary states that a statement of estimated regulatory costs was prepared for rules 64-

4.002 and 64-4.003.  Section 120.54(3)(a), Florida Statutes, states that if a statement of estimated 

regulatory costs is prepared, the notice of proposed rule must include a summary of the agency’s 

statement based on the factors set forth in section 120.541(2).  The summary published with 

these proposed rules does not summarize the statements of estimated regulatory costs prepared 

for rules 64-4.002 and 64-4.003 based on the factors contained in section 120.541(2).  Please 

publish a notice of correction summarizing the statements of estimated regulatory costs as 

required by section 120.54(3)(a). 
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64-4.001(1): This subsection defines the “applicant.”  Section 381.986(5)(b)1. requires 

that, “[t]he applicant must possess a valid certificate of registration issued 

by the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services pursuant to 

s. 581.131 that is issued for the cultivation of more than 400,000 plants, be 

operated by a nurseryman as defined in s. 581.011, and have been 

operated as a registered nursery in this state for at least 30 continuous 

years.”  Thus, it appears that the applicant must be a nursery that meets the 

criteria of this statute, not an entity with at least a 25% ownership by a 

nursery meeting the statutory criteria.  Please explain the department’s 

statutory authority to authorize the applicant to be “an entity with at least 

25% ownership by a nursery that meets the requirements of section 

381.986(5)(b)1.”  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Also, the term “applicant” appears to be used inconsistently throughout 

the rule chapter in that it may include those entities applying for approval 

as a dispensing organization as well as entities that are approved by the 

department to become dispensing organizations in rule 64-4.001(2).  It 

also includes the entities selected in the lottery in rule 64-4.002(4)(b), and 

the dispensing organizations intending to renew their approval in rule 64-

4.003(5).  Please clarify the definition of “applicant.”  See § 120.52(8)(d), 

Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.001(2): This subsection defines “approval.”  It appears that this definition provides 

that the entity ultimately selected as a dispensing organization is 

considered an “applicant.”  It is unclear from this definition when approval 

occurs, whether it is before or after the lottery.  If approval occurs prior to 

the lottery, please explain how it is determined that the dispensing 

organization is ready to be inspected and is authorized to begin cultivation 

and other operations.  Please clarify this definition.  See § 120.52(8)(d), 

Fla. Stat.  

 

64-4.001(3): This subsection defines “authorization.”  As stated above, it is unclear 

when authorization occurs in the approval process.  See § 120.52(8)(d), 

Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.001(7): This subsection defines “derivative product.”  The definition of 

“authorization” in subsection (3) refers to the “manufacturing of low-THC 

cannabis derivative products.”  It appears that the definition of derivative 

product should include “manufacture” in order to be consistent with 

section 381.986(1)(b) and rule 64-4.001(3).   

 

Please explain why this definition does not include nasal sprays, which are 

specifically allowed in subsection (19). 
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Also, the use of the phrase “including but not limited to” implies there 

may be other forms of low-THC cannabis suitable for routes of medical 

administration other than those listed in this definition, leaving the reader 

to guess what other forms may be allowed.  Please clarify this definition or 

explain why it is not necessary.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.001(8): This subsection defines “dispensing region.”  As this definition appears to 

provide that dispensing of low-THC cannabis must occur within the 

geographic area where the dispensing organization is located, this may be 

inconsistent with subsection (21), which appears to authorize each 

dispensing organization to dispense statewide.  Please explain or clarify 

this apparent inconsistency. 

 

It appears that “Low-THC cannabis” should be “low-THC cannabis.” 

 

64-4.001(9): Please explain why this subsection refers to a “dispensing organization” as 

an entity instead of a nursery.  See § 381.986(5)(b)1., Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain the department’s authority to require low-THC cannabis to 

be “organically grown.”  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.  If there is statutory 

authority, it appears that the term “organically grown” should be defined.  

See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain why this subsection states that the entity has been 

“approved by the department” instead of “authorized by the department.” 

 

64-4.001(10): Please explain what the department means by “any other action.”  See 

§ 120.52(8)(b), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.001(12): Please explain what the terms “cloned” and “cultured” mean.  It may be 

helpful to define those terms.  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.001(15): It appears that “dispensing authority” should be “dispensing organization.” 

 

The phrase “including but not limited to the following” suggests there may 

be persons other than those listed in paragraphs (15)(a) through (e) that the 

department may consider to be a manager, leaving the reader to guess at 

the meaning of this definition.  Please clarify this definition or explain 

why it is not necessary.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.001(16): This subsection defines “nursery block number.”  Please explain why this 

term is defined.  While “nursery block” is used in rule 64-4.002(1), it does 

not appear that the term “nursery block number” is used in this rule 

chapter.   
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It appears that “where plants or grown or produced” should be “where 

plants are grown or produced.” 

 

64-4.001(17): This subsection defines “owner.”  Please explain whether this rule would 

prohibit otherwise eligible applicants from applying if more than one of 

the applicants has the same stockholder possessing 5% or more of their 

stock, equity in capital, or any interest in the profits of the applicant.  See 

§ 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

It appears that “ownership interest of 5% of more” should be “ownership 

interest of 5% or more.”   

 

64-4.001(18): This subsection defines “permanent resident.”  This definition does not 

appear to contemplate the permanent residence of minors who reside part 

of the year with a parent who lives in another state.  It also does not appear 

to contemplate military personnel or the children and dependents of 

military personnel who are stationed, but not domiciled, in Florida.  Also, 

please explain what the department means by “principal establishment.”  

Please clarify this definition or explain why it is not necessary.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

 

It appears that the word “who” should be inserted between “A person” and 

“has his or her true, fixed and permanent home.”   

 

64-4.001(19): This definition defines “routes of administration.”  Please explain why it 

does not define “routes of medical administration,” to be consistent with 

the definition of “derivative product” contained in rule 64-4.001(7). 

 

64-4.001(21): This subsection defines “transportation plan.”  See comment to 64-

4.001(8) regarding the possible inconsistencies in the definitions of 

“dispensing region” and “transportation plan.” 

 

Please explain whether a dispensing organization will be required to 

provide its own means of transportation or will be allowed to use a third 

party to transport the product.   

 

Please explain why the rule text refers to receipt of the order by the 

qualified registered patient’s “legal guardian.”  Section 381.986(1)(c) 

refers to the patient’s “legal representative” to whom the low-THC 

cannabis may be transferred on behalf of the qualified patient.  Section 

381.986(2)(f) refers to the patient’s legal guardian who may provide 

voluntary informed consent. 

 

It appears that “legal guardian” and “legal representative” should be 

defined in the rule text.  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 
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64-4.002: Statement of Estimated Regulatory Costs: 

The SERC prepared for this rule only includes the $150,000 application 

fee to be paid by each of the five selected applicants in the dispensing 

regions of the state.  However, the rule text appears to require that 

applicants desiring to be authorized as a dispensing organization provide a 

number of exhibits as part of their applications, including documentation 

of a detailed security and safety plan, a quality assurance plan, a map, a 

site plan drawn to scale, a floor plan drawn to scale, and photographs.  

These various exhibits, enumerated in subsection (2), appear to be 

regulatory costs that should be included in the SERC.  Please revise the 

SERC to include these costs and the number of individuals and entities 

that are required to submit this documentation, or explain why it is not 

required.  See § 120.541, Fla. Stat.  

 

Also, please explain why the SERC indicates the rule should have no 

impact on small business. 

 

64-4.002(1): The rule text states “[a]n entity desiring to be authorized as a dispensing 

organization shall make application to the department.”  As stated above, 

the definition of “approval” and “authorized” are unclear in articulating 

where in the process “approval” and “authorization” occur.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  Also, please explain why this rule text refers to 

an “entity” rather than an “applicant” and whether the “entity” is seeking 

to be “approved” or “authorized.”  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please provide statutory authority for the department to limit each nursery 

meeting the statutory requirements to “have an ownership interest in only 

one application per qualifying nursery registration.”  See § 120.52(b) and 

(c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Section 381.986(7)(b) provides: 

 

Notwithstanding s. 893.13, s. 893.135, s. 893.147, or any 

other provision of law, but subject to the requirements of 

this section, an approved dispensing organization and its 

owners, managers, and employees may manufacture, 

possess, sell, deliver, distribute, dispense, and lawfully 

dispose of reasonable quantities, as established by 

department rule, of low-THC cannabis.  For purposes of 

this subsection, the terms “manufacture,” “possession,” 

“deliver,” “distribute,” and “dispense” have the same 

meanings as provided in s. 893.02. 
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Section 893.02(15) defines “manufacture” and “manufacturer.” 

Specifically, “manufacturer” is defined as follows: 

 

“Manufacturer” means and includes every person who 

prepares, derives, produces, compounds, or repackages any 

drug as defined by the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act.  

However, this definition does not apply to manufacturers of 

patent or proprietary preparations as defined in the Florida 

Pharmacy Act.  Pharmacies, and pharmacists employed 

thereby, are specifically excluded from this definition. 

[Emphasis added.] 

 

It appears that low-THC cannabis and its derivatives are “drugs,” as that 

term is defined in section 499.003(18).  See rule 64-4.001(3) defining 

“authorization” to include “the manufacturing of low-THC cannabis 

derivative products.”  It appears, therefore, that chapter 499 applies to 

dispensing organizations and to low-THC cannabis and its derivatives.  

Please explain whether an entity desiring to be approved as a dispensing 

organization must demonstrate that it will obtain the appropriate permit(s) 

required pursuant to chapter 499, Florida Statutes, the Florida Drug and 

Cosmetic Act.  See § 499.01, Fla. Stat.  It also may be helpful to the reader 

to advise the applicant which permit(s), if any, from DBPR will be 

required.  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

 This subsection incorporates by reference Form DH8006-OCU-06/2014, 

entitled “Application for Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing Organization 

Approval.”  The form provided for review indicates it is a “DRAFT.”  

Please be certain when the form is uploaded on the Department of State’s 

website prior to adoption of the rule that the word “DRAFT” has been 

removed. 

 

 Form DH8006-OCU-06/2014: 

 The applicant is required to state that he or she understands “that obtaining 

or attempt [sic] to obtain a license or registration by means of fraud, 

misrepresentation, or concealment is committing a misdemeanor of the 

second degree punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.”  

Specific statutory authority is required if a rule establishes a penalty.  See 

Art. I, § 18, Fla. Const.; § 120.54(1)(e), Fla. Stat.  Please provide statutory 

authority for this statement.  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat. 

 

If the department is relying on the provisions of section 837.06, perhaps 

the language in the form should track the language of that statute.  Also, 

please cite the applicable statute as a law implemented.  
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64-4.002(2): Some paragraphs in subsection (2) end with semi-colons and others with 

periods.  Please be consistent with punctuation. 

 

64-4.002(2)(a): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation related to technical and 

technological ability required in this paragraph is evaluated.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(b): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this paragraph 

is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum threshold of 

production amount in the rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(c): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum 

threshold for security and safety plans in the rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), 

Fla. Stat. 

 

The use of the phrase “to include, but not be limited to” implies there may 

be other items of written documentation of the security and safety plan 

that the department may require but which are not included in the rule text, 

leaving the reader to guess what else may be required.  Please clarify the 

rule or explain why it is not necessary.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(c)4.: Please explain what an applicant must submit in order to show proof of 

compliance or ability to comply with current and local and state building 

codes, fire codes, and electric codes, and please explain how such 

documentation is evaluated.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(d): Please explain the department’s statutory authority to require 

documentation regarding the submission of a quality assurance plan.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum 

threshold for a quality assurance plan in the rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), 

Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(e): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum 

threshold for demonstrating the ability to obtain and maintain the 

premises, facilities, resources, and personnel in the rule text.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain what the department means by “personnel necessary to 

operate as a dispensing organization.”  It does not appear that the rule 
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advises the dispensing organization what personnel are necessary.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

 

64-4.002(2)(e)1.: It appears that this subparagraph should refer to the “proposed dispensing 

organization facility” instead of the “dispensing organization facility.” 

 

64-4.002(2)(e)2.: Please explain the department’s statutory authority to require 

documentation regarding a site plan drawn to scale.  See § 120.52(8)(b) 

and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(e)3.: Please explain the department’s statutory authority to require 

documentation regarding a floor plan drawn to scale.  See § 120.52(8)(b) 

and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(e)4.c.: Please provide statutory authority requiring that all employees undergo a 

level 2 background screening.  Section 381.986(5)(b)6. requires owners and 

managers, not all employees, to be fingerprinted and have successfully 

passed a level 2 background screening.  See § 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(f): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this rule 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum 

threshold for demonstrating the ability to maintain accountability by 

submission of an inventory control plan in the rule text.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(g): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards for demonstrating the 

requisite infrastructure in the rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

Also, it appears that the term “infrastructure” should be defined.  See 

§ 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain why this paragraph requires written documentation that 

“the applicant possesses an infrastructure” instead of “the applicant will 

possess an infrastructure.”  By requiring photographs of public access, 

driveway, parking and public access to the dispensary location, it appears 

the department may be making construction of the facility, or at least the 

driveway and parking and public access, a precondition of application, 

which appears to be contrary to its authority in section 381.986(5).  See 

§ 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat.  Please revise this paragraph or explain 

why it is not necessary. 

 

64-4.002(2)(h): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this rule 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum 

threshold in the rule text for demonstrating the ability to safely 
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manufacture or produce low-THC cannabis derivative products that will 

be ingested.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain what the department means by “ingested.”  It appears that 

the common dictionary meaning of “ingest” is “to take in for digestion (as 

into the stomach).”  Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 

(Unabridged) 1162 (1976).  It appears that the department is allowing 

low-THC derivative products to be taken into the body via topical, 

transdermal, and nasal administration in rule 64-4.001(19).   

 

64-4.002(2)(i): It does not appear that the requirements of this rule paragraph are 

consistent with the requirement in section 381.986(5)(b)5., which requires 

the applicant to demonstrate the “financial ability to maintain operations 

for the duration of the 2-year approval cycle,” not the applicant’s financial 

strength.  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.  Please revise this paragraph or 

explain why it is not necessary. 

 

Please explain how the applicant’s documentation is evaluated.  Also, the 

rule text does not state the time period that the financial statement must 

cover.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(2)(j): Please explain how evidence of the $5 million performance bond may be 

documented.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.   

 

The rule text states that the condition of the performance bond “shall be 

that in the event the dispensing organization fails to renew its approval or 

its approval is revoked, it shall destroy all low-THC cannabis remaining 

under its control.”  Please explain the method that the dispensing 

organization must use to destroy the low-THC cannabis remaining in its 

control.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.   

 

64-4.002(2)(k): Please explain why this paragraph refers to “the dispensing organization” 

instead of “the applicant.” See rule paragraphs (2)(a), (b), (d), (e), (f), (g), 

(h), and (i). 

 

Please explain whether the level 2 background screening referenced in this 

paragraph must have been successfully completed within the last fiscal 

year, within the last calendar year, or within one year from the submission 

of the application. 

 

64-4.002(2)(k)1.: It does not appear that subparagraph (k)1. logically follows the directive 

contained in paragraph (k).  Please consider reorganizing this 

subparagraph. 
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64-4.002(2)(k)3.: It appears that the department may have intended for this paragraph to 

read, “[f]or purposes of this section” instead of “[f]or purposes of this 

chapter.”  Otherwise, it appears the definition of owner and manager in 

this subparagraph may be inconsistent with the definition of owner in rule 

64-4.001(17) and the definition of manager in rule 64-4.001(15). 

 

64-4.002(2)(l): Please explain why this paragraph refers to “the organization” instead of 

“the applicant.”  See comment regarding rule 64-4.002(2)(k). 

 

It appears this paragraph contemplates that the medical director is 

currently employed by the applicant.  If this is not the department’s intent, 

please consider revising this paragraph to clarify that the medical director 

will be employed by the applicant.   

 

64-4.002(4): This subsection requires applicants to submit a completed application, 

with all required exhibits and supporting documents, to the department no 

later than 15 calendar days after the effective date of this rule.  It appears 

that applicants seeking to become a dispensing organization are applying 

for a “license” as that term is defined in section 120.52(10).  The selection 

of the dispensing organization by the department appears to be 

“licensing,” as defined in section 120.52(11).  As the department is 

requiring a completed application within 15 calendar days after the 

effective date of this rule, please explain how the department can comply 

with the time requirements of section 120.60(1), or explain why those time 

periods do not apply. 

 

64-4.002(4)(a): This rule paragraph indicates that the department will substantively review 

and evaluate all timely received applications to determine if the applicant 

is qualified.  It appears this would include the exhibits required by rule 64-

4.002(2).  To substantively evaluate the applications and exhibits, it 

appears that there must be stated standards and criteria in the rule text.  

See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

It appears that “Department” should be “department.” 

 

Please explain what the department means by “rank order.”  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  Perhaps that term should be defined.  See 

§ 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(4)(b): This rule paragraph requires an applicant that has been selected as a 

region’s dispensing organization to pay a non-refundable $150,000 

application fee and post the bond within ten calendar days.  Please explain 

why the application fee is payable after the applicant is selected.  It 

appears that section 381.986(5)(b) requires the department to impose an 
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initial application fee.  It appears that an initial application fee would be 

paid by each applicant seeking approval, such as all applicants completing 

the Form DH8006-OCU-06/2014, “Application for Low-THC Cannabis 

Dispensing Organization Approval” and submitting the exhibits required 

in rule 64-4.002(2).  Please explain why all applicants are not required to 

pay an initial application fee as required by section 381.986(5)(b).  See 

§ 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.002(4)(c): See comment to 64-4.002(4)(b) regarding the application fee. 

 

See comment to 64-4.002(4)(a) regarding the meaning of “rank order.” 

 

64-4.003(1): This subsection incorporates by reference Form DH8006-OCU-06/2014, 

“Application for Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing Organization Approval.”  

As this form is incorporated by reference in rules 64-4.002 and 64-4003, it 

should clearly display both rule numbers.  See § 120.55(1)(a)4., Fla. Stat. 

 

See comments regarding this form in 64-4.002(1). 

 

64-4.003(2)(a): This paragraph allows a renewal applicant to update the documentation 

submitted with the original application.  Please explain how the renewal 

applications with updated documentation will be evaluated.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

This paragraph provides that a dispensing organization renewal applicant 

may provide a notarized statement that there have been no changes.  

Specific statutory authority is required for a rule to require an oath.  See 

Art. I, § 18, Fla. Const.; § 120.54(1)(e), Fla. Stat.  Please provide statutory 

authority for this notarization requirement.  See § 120.52(8)(b), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.003(2)(c): This paragraph requires written documentation of financial information 

that appears to exceed the requirements of section 381.986(5)(b)5.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain what the department means by requiring “a financial report 

of an audit by a Florida Certified Public Accountant of the financial 

statement for the previous two years.”  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.003(5): Please explain whether this rule subsection would require the department 

to go through the same application process as identified in rule 64-4.002 if 

the applicant fails to renew.  It appears that a cross-reference to that rule 

would be helpful to the reader.  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

See comments regarding rule 64-4.002(4) concerning compliance with 

section 120.60. 
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64-4.003(6): See comment regarding method of destruction in rule 64-4.002(2)(j).   

 

It appears that “Department” should be “department.” 

 

64-4.004(1)(a): Please explain the department’s statutory authority for imposing the 

location restriction in this rule paragraph on a dispensing organization.  

See § 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat.   

 

If there is authority for this rule paragraph, it appears that this requirement 

should also be placed in rule 64-4.002 concerning the initial application 

requirements for dispensing organizations.   

 

64-4.004(1)(b)1.: Please provide statutory authority for denying an application for a 

dispensing organization approval or renewal if any owner or manager has 

been convicted of a felony offense.  See § 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat.  

It appears this may be inconsistent with the requirements of section 

381.986(5)(b)6. 

 

64-4.004(1)(b)2.: This subsection authorizes the department to deny an application for 

dispensing organization approval or renewal if any owner or manager has 

served as an owner or manager for any entity or organization in any state 

that has had its authority to cultivate harvest, process or dispense low-

THC cannabis or low-THC cannabis derivative product revoked.  Please 

explain why this requirement does not enlarge upon the provisions of 

section 381.986(5)(b)6.  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat.  

 

64-4.004(1)(b)3.: Please explain the department’s authority to restrict employment by a 

dispensing organization of persons less than 21 years of age.  See 

§120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.004(1)(d): Please explain whether the inspection required by this paragraph applies 

only to applications for renewal.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.004(2)(a)2.: Please explain why the rule text refers to a qualified registered patient’s 

legal guardian.  See comment to 64-4.001(21) regarding “legal guardian.”    

 

64-4.004(2)(b): This paragraph would allow the department to revoke its approval of the 

dispensing organization if an owner or manager has been convicted of a 

felony offense.  See comment to rule 64-4.004(1)(b)1. 

 

64-4.004(3): This subsection lists certain instances in which “[t]he department may 

revoke a dispensing organization’s approval or authorization.”  The use of 

the word “may” necessarily implies that the department either may or may  
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not choose to revoke its approval based upon whim or caprice.  This may 

vest unbridled discretion in the department.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.   

 

64-4.005(1): Please provide statutory authority for the department to authorize, by rule, 

the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services to inspect the 

dispensing organization facility based on the submission of the application 

for approval submitted to the department.  It appears that pursuant to section 

381.986 and subsection (3) of this rule, that the department, not DACS, 

identifies violations of section 381.986.  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please provide statutory authority for the department to authorize, by rule, 

law enforcement personnel and DACS to “inspect any portion of the 

facility,” “review the records,” and “collect samples of any low-THC 

cannabis for laboratory examination at any reasonable time.”  See U.S. 

Const. Amend. IV.   

 

Please explain what “sanitation protocol” means.  See § 120.52(8)(d), 

Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.005(3): This subsection requires the dispensing organization to notify the 

department in writing with a postmark date within 20 working days after 

receipt of a written notice of violations with the identification of corrective 

action taken and the date of correction.  Please explain why a postmark is 

required.  This appears to contemplate that the written notification to the 

department will be made by United States mail.  Please explain whether 

other means of delivery would be acceptable, and if so, please clarify the 

rule text.   

 

Please define “working days.”  It appears it could mean either calendar 

days or business days.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

It appears that the word “the” between “written” and “notice of violations” 

should be deleted. 

 

64-4.006(1): This subsection refers to a “qualified patient” instead of a “qualified 

registered patient.”  Perhaps the department could consider referring to the 

“qualified registered patient” throughout this rule chapter as the “qualified 

patient” as that term is defined in section 381.986(1)(d). 

 

Please explain what the department means by “medical grade.”  It may be 

helpful to define this term.  See § 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.006(2): This subsection requires the dispensing organization to sample and test 

each batch by a “department approved testing laboratory” prior to each  
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derivative product being distributed.  It appears that this rule language 

fails to establish adequate standards for the department’s decision to 

approve testing laboratories.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  Please include 

the standards that the department uses to approve a testing laboratory in 

the rule text, or explain why it is not necessary.   

 

The testing laboratory is required to file with the department the 

laboratory test results for any batch that does not pass the “microbial, 

mycotoxin, heavy metal, pesticide, chemical residue or residual solvents 

levels test.”  Please explain where the acceptable levels of these 

substances are set forth.  It appears that these levels should be included in 

the rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

This subsection states that, “[t]esting shall include, but is not limited to:” 

and is followed by paragraphs (2)(a)-(e).  The use of the phrase “shall 

include, but is not limited to” implies there may be other testing that is 

required, leaving the reader to guess what other testing is required.  Please 

clarify this definition or explain why it is not necessary.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.006(2)(c)-(d): Please explain where the acceptable levels of these substances are set 

forth.  It appears that these levels should be included in the rule text.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain what is required if the levels of the substances enumerated 

in paragraphs (2)(c) and (d) in a tested batch exceed acceptable levels.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

 

64-4.006(2)(c): It appears that “e coli” should be “E. coli.” 

 

64-4.006(2)(e): It appears that “Cannabis” should be “cannabis.”   

 

64-4.006(4): It appears that only the substances identified in paragraph (2)(e) are 

chemical additives.  Please explain why subsection (4) singles out 

excessive levels of chemical additives that would require destruction of 

the entire batch and harvest. 

 

See comment regarding method of destruction in rule 64-4.002(2)(j).   

 

Please provide a copy of the “Health Advisory Level (HAL) as provided 

in the department’s Environmental Chemistry Analyte List,” which is 

referenced in this rule text.   
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Further, it appears that this “HAL” is part of the rule because its use is 

required to determine whether the batch and harvest must be destroyed, 

and therefore the rule text should specifically state that it is incorporated 

by reference in the rule and state how it may be obtained.  See Fla. Admin. 

R. 1-1.013.  This material may only be incorporated by reference as it 

exists on the date the rule is adopted.  See § 120.54(1)(i)1., Fla. Stat.  

Please include the effective date of the “HAL” in the rule text.  A copy of 

the incorporated material should be provided to the committee for review 

at least 21 days prior to adoption of the rule.  See § 120.54(3)(a)4., Fla. 

Stat.  

 

64-4.006(5): This subsection requires “[a]ny batch sample or any other sample that 

exceeds 0.8% tetrahydrocannabinol by weight or 10% or less of 

cannabidiol by weight shall be reported immediately to law enforcement 

officials.”  Please explain who must report this information to law 

enforcement officials.  It is unclear whether it is the laboratory, the 

department, or the dispensing organization.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

This subsection also provides, “[i]f the batch cannot be made to conform 

in a reasonable period of time, any further handling and destruction of the 

material shall be conducted with the consent of law enforcement 

officials.”  Please explain who will destroy the material under these 

circumstances. 

 

See comment regarding method of destruction in rule 64-4.002(2)(j).   

 

64-4.006(6): This subsection refers to “a laboratory selected by the department for 

analysis and reporting to the department.”  Please explain how the 

department selects this laboratory.  It appears that this rule language fails 

to establish adequate standards for the department’s decision to select this 

testing laboratory.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  Please include in the rule 

text the standards that the department uses to select a testing laboratory, or 

explain why it is not necessary.   

 

64-4.006(7): See comment regarding method of destruction in rule 64-4.002(2)(j).   

 

64-4.006(8): Please explain how the department can confer legal authority to possess 

and transmit these products by rule. 

 

64-4.006(9): Please explain what “appropriate environment” means.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.007(2)(b)11.: Please explain what the department means by “disposal.”  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  It may be helpful to define this term.  See 

§ 120.545(1)(i), Fla. Stat. 
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64-4.007(2)(b)11.c.: Please explain how low-THC plants or plant parts are disposed.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

 

64-4.007(2)(e)3.: See comment to rule 64-4.007(2)(b)11. 

 

See comment regarding method of disposal in rule 64-4.007(2)(b)11.c.   

 

64-4.007(3): Please define “working days.”  It appears that “working days” could mean 

calendar days or business days.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.008(1)(a): This paragraph requires the dispensing organization to ensure that 

dispensing hours, at a minimum, adhere to the dispensing availability 

proposed in the approved application.   It does not appear that the 

application form, Form DH8006-OCU-2014, entitled “Application for 

Low-THC Cannabis Dispensing Organization Approval,” provided for 

review, includes this information.  Please explain where dispensing hours 

and dispensing availability are provided by the applicant.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

 

Please explain where the information is required to be “posted online.”  It 

is unclear if it is the dispensing organization’s Internet website, the 

department’s website, or some other website.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. 

Stat. 

 

Please explain why the rule text refers to qualified registered patients’ 

legal guardians.  See comment to 64-4.001(21) regarding “legal guardian.”   

 

64-4.008(1)(b)1.: Please explain what the department means by “confidentiality 

requirements.”  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.008(1)(e): Please explain why the rule text refers to the qualified registered patients’ 

legal guardians.  See comment to 64-4.001(21) regarding “legal guardian.”  

 

Please explain whether the department intended to refer to a “sanitation 

protocol” instead of a “sanitary protocol.”  Also, see comment to rule 64-

4.005(1) regarding the meaning of “sanitation protocol.” 

 

64-4.008(1)(f): Please explain why this rule paragraph refers to a “contracted or employed 

medical director.”  It may be helpful to explain the distinction, if any, 

between “contracted” and “employed.”  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.008(4): Please explain the department’s statutory authority to prohibit dispensing 

organizations from producing or providing low-THC cannabis in an edible 

food product.  See § 120.52(8)(b), Fla. Stat. 
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64-4.008(5): It appears that the requisite standards for ensuring “that all buildings and 

equipment used for the cultivation, harvest, preparation, packaging, 

storage, or sale of low-THC cannabis and low-THC cannabis derivative 

products are maintained in a clean and sanitary condition” should be 

included in the rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.008(5)(b): See comment regarding method of destruction in rule 64-4.002(2)(j).   

 

64-4.008(6): Please explain whether requiring a “back-up medical director” requires the 

dispensing organization to employ more than one physician meeting the 

requirements of section 381.986. 

 

This subsection requires the medical director to “provide for standards and 

protocols that ensure proper testing of low-THC medical cannabis 

derivative products for potency and contamination.”  Please explain 

whether these standards and protocols are approved by the department. 

 

Please explain what the department means by “sanitary practices.”  See 

§ 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat.  

 

64-4.008(7): It appears that this rule subsection may be inconsistent with the provisions 

of rule 64-4.004(1)(b)1., which requires that the department deny an 

application for a dispensing organization approval or renewal if an owner 

or manager has been convicted of a felony offense. 

 

It also appears that this rule subsection may be inconsistent with the 

provisions of rule 64-4.004(2)(b), which requires the department to revoke 

its approval of the dispensing organization if an owner or manager has 

been convicted of a felony offense. 

 

Please explain the department’s authority for requiring all owners, 

managers and employees to be at least 21 years of age.  See § 120.52(8)(b) 

and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please provide statutory authority requiring that all employees undergo a 

level 2 background screening.  Section 381.986(5)(b)6. requires owners 

and managers, not all employees, to be fingerprinted and have successfully 

passed a level 2 background screening.  See § 120.52(8)(b), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain what the department means by a “disqualifying felony.”  It 

appears the department may be referring to a felony identified in section 

435.04 for which an owner or manager may be disqualified in a level 2 

background screening.   
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Please provide statutory authority for the suspension of an employee for a 

“disqualifying felony.”  See § 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please provide statutory authority for the termination of an employee 

convicted of a disqualifying felony.  See § 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please explain why the department does not require the termination of an 

owner or manager upon conviction of an offense listed in section 

435.04(3). 

 

64-4.008(8): Please explain how the applicant’s documentation required in this 

paragraph is evaluated when there are no standards or a minimum 

threshold concerning infrastructure, operations or staffing structure in the 

rule text.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

See comment to 64-4.002(2)(g) regarding the definition of 

“infrastructure.” 

 

This subsection incorporates by reference Form DH8007-OCU-06/2014, 

entitled “Request to Alter, Expand or Consolidate Dispensing 

Organization” dated 06/2014.  The form provided for review indicates it is 

a “DRAFT.”  Please be certain when the form is uploaded on the 

Department of State’s website prior to adoption of the rule that the word 

“DRAFT” has been removed. 

 

Form DH8007-OCU-06/2014: 

This form requires a “Description of Proposed Change” and requires the 

dispensing organization to “[a]ttach plans, drawings and evidence of code 

compliance as necessary.”  Please explain what “plans, drawings and 

evidence of compliance” are necessary.  See § 120.52(8)(d), Fla. Stat. 

 

Please provide statutory authority authorizing the department to require 

evidence of code compliance.  See § 120.52(8)(b) and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.009(2): This subsection incorporates by reference Form DH8008-OCU-06/2014, 

entitled “Request for Access to the Compassionate Use Registry.”  The 

form provided for review indicates it is a “DRAFT.”  Please be certain 

when the form is uploaded on the Department of State’s website prior to 

adoption of the rule that the word “DRAFT” has been removed. 

 

Form DH8008-OCU-06/2014: 

Please provide statutory authority to allow the University of Florida, 

College of Pharmacy, to access the compassionate use registry in this 

form.  See § 120.52(8)(c), Fla. Stat. 
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Please provide rulemaking authority to allow the department to adopt a 

rule allowing the University of Florida, College of Pharmacy, and 

authorized research entities, access to the compassionate use registry.  See 

§ 120.52(8)(b), Fla. Stat.  

 

The applicant is required to state that he or she understands “that obtaining 

or attempt [sic] to obtain this access by means of fraud, misrepresentation, 

or concealment is committing a misdemeanor of the second degree 

punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.”  See comments 

regarding Form DH8006-OCU-06/2014 in rule 64-4.002(1). 

 

64-4.009(2)(c): Please provide statutory authority for this paragraph authorizing the 

University of Florida, College of Pharmacy Program, to designate 

employees to access the compassionate use registry.  See § 120.52(8)(b) 

and (c), Fla. Stat. 

 

64-4.009(2)(e): Please provide rulemaking authority for the department to allow a person 

access to the compassionate use registry to conduct research pursuant to 

section 381.987(3)(f).  Section 381.986(5)(d), cited as rulemaking 

authority, does not appear to provide authority to implement section 

381.987.  See § 120.52(8)(b), Fla. Stat. 

 

As always, please let me know if you have any questions.  Otherwise, I look forward to your 

response. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 
      Marjorie C. Holladay 

      Chief Attorney 
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